The Bounds of Hades
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Shaun Barnett, Andy Dennis, Joe Nawalaniec, John Rhodes
Raglan Range: Marlborough. Named after Lord Raglan by W.T.L. Travers. It was also known, locally at
least, as the Bounds of Hades. There was a small settlement called Raglan at the foot of the range. [ Reed
Dictionary of NZ Place Names]
Shaun is here to take photos.
Andy’s job is to remind us (when
necessary) of the Precautionary
Principle, to impart basic Icelandic phrases and to ensure
that proper English usage is adhered to. John will help with the
English, but his main task is to
not get too far behind. Joe is
here as our guide and to prevent
embarrassing conversational silences. We start by crossing a
bridge over the Wairau River, ...

… then march up
the gentle valley of
Lees Stream ...

… to Lees Stream Hut (4 bunks), in a field of grass and vipers
bugloss or Echium vulgare, which is also introduced.

We spend a leisurely afternoon, and a
cheeky robin (Petroica australis) investigates
John’s boot.

Shadows lengthen around the hut. Shaun gets close to the robin and photographs his reflection in its eye. Is this a quantum robin? And is the robin’s
eye a site of quantum entanglement? See http://www.richannel.org/jim-al-

khalili-and-the-quantum-robin
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Incidentally,
Shaun named his
photography
business after a
different kind of
robin.

Morning! We move up-valley. That’s
Andy in front. He spends nearly as
much time in Iceland as in New Zealand. John tries to persuade him to recount an Icelandic saga, but he says
they’re too long. Behind Andy is Joe,
who has already completed 41 Raglan
Range trips and visited 36 Raglan huts
and bivvies. Last night was his 137th in
the range. Joe’s life is a 50-year saga
of which we’ll learn plenty over five
days.

High in the valley, we fill bottles before crossing our pass. It’s the season for mountain flowers; this is
the snow marguerite, Dolichoglottis.

On the scree is Lignocarpa carnosula, a remarkable plant with
grey fleshy leaves well camouflaged against the greywacke
rock. Its root system is deeply
buried in the rubble. (John wishes he’d got a better photo).
Andy and Shaun are pleased to
reach the top. Joe has climbed
many of these peaks—some in
winter. He keeps telling us that
his dog climbed one called Mt
Floyd. He named the dog after
the mountain.

We can’t see a route down to the
Branch River, so Shaun goes ahead
without his pack to find the way down a
steep gully that leads to scree. Joe is
in front now. Although he doesn’t rate
himself as a photographer, he gets a
good action shot. Probably the subject
matter helped. It is definitely time for
a cup of tea. We reach easier travel,
and set our sights on the first beech
forest where we’ll make a fire and have
a brew. Then it should be an easy womble to the hut. Joe bought his shirt in
India for $2. It has pictures of green
elephants.
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Even the lichens are happy! This one is
Xanthoparmelia, with a brown sunscreen that protects the green algae
under its top fungal layer (Otago University lichen expert Allison Knight
told John that). The vegetable sheep
(Haastia) isn’t saying much, but it
seems contented too. We’re at 1800
metres, which unfortunately is higher
than anything in the Tararuas.

Famous last words! It took an hour to get here,
through steep bush. If we’d looked at the map we’d
have realised we had 250 metres to lose.. The Branch
Bivouac has two bunks and magazines of the kind that
married men don’t read.
We don’t read them.

Joe provides dinner, amplified by a dozen hen (not robin) eggs that Shaun kids us he’s carried
here. But after telling that fib he can’t live with himself. He confesses that the eggs were really in the hut. While they eat, Shaun and Joe are planning more Raglan Range trips, while John
is just wondering how he’ll survive this one ...
As we pack in the morning, a Reid
Helicopters Robinson R44 arrives,
bringing two hunters with gear and
food for a week. They’re relieved
to find we’re not staying.

It’s already hot when we move off. The Branch Bivouac is
still in shade, just above Andy’s new Osprey pack in the
photo. The pack is nearly as heavy as Shaun’s, which
weighs 18 kilograms without food. John’s weighs 9 kilograms.

The Branch isn’t all scree,
but it does have a lot! We
stop part way down for
smoko.

John spends most of his time at
the back, perhaps to take photos of
trampers’ backs.

We’ve reached the BranchMisery confluence. John asked
Joe for a trip with trees, but
didn’t expect pines and Douglas firs. We cool off in the river and eat lunch at the hut.

On the forest floor, new
treelets are coming up among
old remains—a metaphor for
life, perhaps. They’re mountain
beech, which the botanists
have renamed Fuscospora
cliffortioides. Bring back
Nothofagus !

Joe wanted us to say ‘Oooh!’ and ‘Aaah!’ at the scenery
in the Misery valley, but it’s too hot for that. He consoles himself with the Top Misery Hut library. The hut
is a well-preserved classic—like Andy. One dates from
1959, the other from 1944.

Joe: ‘Look at this 1974 Women’s Weekly, Shaun!’ The river’s
dry here, so Shaun is bringing water from downstream. He’s
been photographing giant Spaniards too.
As the sun disappears, we begin to say ‘Oooh’ and ‘Aaah’, but
not in Joe’s hearing. The skyline is where we’re heading tomorrow. There’s a big tarn on that snowgrass bench, Joe
says. Dead Fuscospora make interesting patterns.

Morning. The tops beckon, but the boys are engrossed in the
Women’s Weekly. They think 1974 is ancient history! At last we
climb through the bush and past a waterfall, to our smoko stop.

Next we
climb to a big
tarn, which
we share with
a paradise
duck. Andy
says the
aquatic plant
is
Potamogeton.

We look down past our tarn to Top
Misery Hut on the distant flat. Joe
and Shaun climb through fields of
flowering Hebe odora to the ridge.
John follows them while Andy takes a
low route over snowgrass benches.

An hour later, Joe is thirsty from shepherding John slowly
along the rocky ridge. John was too busy negotiating it to take
photos, ...

… except for a distant shot of
Mt Hopeless, which he climbed
with Heather in 2005.

Joh’s had enough of scrambling, so he sidles to a
low point in the ridge. A big mistake, photographically! Black Robin scores this stunning pic
from the high point. We meet at the tarn ...
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… to cool
off, display
youthful bodies and eat
dinner.
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It’s time for Joe to put his fleece on and take an
evening stroll. Shaun finds the route again. We
move down-valley, heading for the first patch of
Fuscospora, to camp.

The Hellfire is another beautiful valley, so how did it
get its name? By the time Andy and John arrive, Joe
has prepared his boudoir. Shaun works far into the
night. This is no holiday!

A morning brew goes on as the first sun hits the
tops. Soon we’re wandering down through delightful
open beech (sorry, Fuscospora) forest.

After an hour’s travel we take a
spell. We’ve been delighted to
find new permolat marking the
way. While Andy checks the
map and worries about getting
the North Islanders to the
plane, Joe builds cairns across
an open patch and sits wondering what it will feel like to be
old. Further on, when John
wants smoko, Precautionary
Principle Andy says we shouldn’t
stop till we reach the Wairau.
We might be unforeseeably delayed, he says. Andy is right: a
horrendous windfall zone slows
us (some, anyway) dramatically.
However, the rest of the track
is excellent and we thank Nelson Tramping Club for it – especially organiser Dion Pont.

At last, a brew at the Wairau
(thanks Joe!), a shorts-deep
crossing and a wistful look back
at the Hellfire before we head
home.

